Complete the following requirements:

1. Learn about three common designs of pocketknives.
Watch this video to learn about the 3 common designs of pocketknives and how to safely
handle them (Note: this video also covers requirement #2):
https://www.scouting.org/programs/cub-scouts/den-meeting-resources/den-leader-tips-tricksvideo-series/#video-gallery-d110865-9 After watching this video, name the three common
pocket knife types in the Bear Claws Adventure Worksheet.
2. Learn knife safety and earn your Whittling Chip.*
*One of the items carved for Bear Claws requirement 3 may be used to fulfill Whittling Chip requirement 2.

KNIFE SAFETY IS IMPORTANT! Pocket knives are tools, not toys. Earning the privilege to use a
pocket knife is an extremely exciting milestone for a Cub Scout that comes with great
responsibility. For this adventure requirement, you will obviously need to obtain a pocket knife.
We recommend a multi-purpose knife (aka Swiss Army) if possible. Pay very close attention to
the information and BSA rules you are learning, as they are vital to help keep your scouts and
others around them safe when using a pocket knife (Note: this is the same video from
requirement 1):
https://www.scouting.org/programs/cub-scouts/den-meeting-resources/den-leader-tips-tricksvideo-series/#video-gallery-d110865-9 After watching this video, go to the last page of the Bear
Claws Adventure Worksheet - titled "Whittling Chip Checklist". Check off the boxes for each
requirement to earn your Whittling Chip - you may use your Cub Scout Bear Handbook or the
attached PowerPoint presentation to find the "Safety Rules" and "Pocket knife Pledge".
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3. Do one of the following:
(a) Using a pocket knife, carve two items.
(b) With a pocket knife, safely perform each of these tasks:
(i) Demonstrate how to cut a piece of rope, twine or fishing line.
(ii) Open a sealed box without damaging the contents.
(iii) Open a can with a can opener tool on a pocket knife.
(iv) Remove and replace the screws on an object with the screwdriver tool on a pocket
knife.
(v) Open a letter.
If you are using a jackknife or penknife, you can learn to carve a bar of soap from Cub Scout Eric
in order to complete this requirement and fulfill Whittling Chip Requirement #2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae-kCmjTyBs. If you are using a multitool knife, you can do
the carvings above AND the optional tasks that are taught in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSsR5e5JpIY. Once you've finished, check the boxes in
requirement 3 of the Bear Claws Adventure Worksheet.
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